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PC Computer Guy is very particular when it comes to partnering or officially endorsing companies
and products. In our over 15 years of business we only have 4 officially recommended products. This
is because we have high standards when it comes to putting our name along side another company.
When making such recommendations we look at a number of different factors. The result is that
most don't make the cut. Metronet however does!

We have Metronet fiber internet and it's nothing short of absolutely fantastic. We subscribe to the
Gigabit internet package, which provides 1000Mb/s download as well as 1000Mb/s upload. This is
WAY excessive for what the average household needs. It's like having a private jet for your daily 15
minute commute to work (which then becomes a 1 minute commute). We are often telling people
"you are paying for excessive speeds; reduce your internet speeds (and therefore your bill) and save
money." So why then do we have such an insanely high speed package? Because Metronet offers
great deals. We were able to get ours at $69/month. For that price, "why not?"

Actual Speed test while writing this article
Check to see if you can get these speeds [1]

Metronet offers a variety of packages for internet, TV and phone. Their pricing is very competitive
compared to the traditional ATT, Comcast and Spectrum. I can't speak to their TV or phone service
as we subscribe to just internet, but we sure do love our internet package. I can upload 700Mb
youtube tech-tip clips we create in seconds. 
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We have had several clients switch to Metronet and all of them have been very happy with the price
and speed. If you have metronet available to you (Northern Indianapolis, Carmel, Fishers, Westfield),
I would recommend seriously considering making the switch. You can see if Metronet is availble (and
support PC Computer Guy's tech tips) by using our referral link. Check Metronet Availability [1],
pricing and sign up today - and you'll have the absolute best internet techology can provide with
their 100% fiberoptic network - stright to your house. Another perk is that Metronet can improve
wireless coverage throughout your house with Mesh Wifi. I have been to a couple clients that
switched to metronet based on our recommendations, and when I inspected the install - I found they
installed eero Mesh Wif units for the client - allowing for great wifi speed and coverage throughout
the house. Mesh wifi is vastly superior to internet repeaters.

Another nice thing for some people is the ability to tell their existing ISP "bye-bye". Many of us have
had bad interactions, or fustrating and useless support from the existing monolithic companies. They
are willing to provide such bad service because they know for 99% of the population, you have little
to no alternatives. With this lack of competition, it sadly feels like these companies take advantage
of that fact and we are stuck with sub-par, expensive "service." Those who have metronet available,
no longer do you have to just deal with it.

I want to be clear; our recommendation does NOT come from the fact that we get referral bonus. Our
integrity is more important than that. It comes from the fact that you get absolutely amazing speeds
for far less than the alternatives and for us the reliability has been great as well.

So what do you have to loose? Check to see if you can hop on Metronet's fiber-optic network and
save some money while you are at it [1]!

To learn more check out related PC Computer Guy Tech Tips

Metronet Review [2]
Internet Speed Over-Kill [3]
Improve your wireless range and speed [4]
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